Non-thermal radio continuum from V1018 Sco and D46
Slope: α = -0.8
V1018Sco -radio continuum:
• Ne~ 4000 cm -3 (from turn over in weaker feature)
• Lrad~ 10 29 erg s -1 (similar to WR stars)
• KE (fast wind) -~ 10 36 erg s -1
• Synchroton emission from electrons accelerated by shocks.
• X-Ray emission?
Summary Summary
• High-velocity H 2 O masers from post-AGB stars and the LI stars.
• For post-AGB stars, highly collimated jets extend beyond OH
• Jets are polarised (OH and H 2 O) -magnetic collimation
• For LI sources -fast wind may turn on in AGBpulsation phase -less collimated?
• Synchroton radio continuum emission detected from both LI and post-AGB sources
• H 2 O and continuum from shocked wind-wind interactions.
